Did you attend the most recent meeting?
Yes - 16 responses

Did the meeting include items that were most relevant to your daily
responsibilities?
No
some were
Yes - 8 responses
Yes some of them were.
Yes, appreciate Becky Cook being there with her updates.
yes, Information was shared on topics we work with
Updates for BOND were great. Going over the dates for inventory. Letting us know when delivery are coming.
Yes, but the expansion and addition of more and more duties related to the GR8 are becoming a sore spot.

Detail the most beneficial aspects of the most recent meeting.
Able to talk to the other departments within technology.
See above and the share session with middle school TAs.
Cyber Security update, very happy that we are finally taking these things seriously.
ECN troubleshooting about phones some information was beneficial
Going over the dates for inventory. Letting us know when delivery are coming.
Hearing the understanding needs of the Technology Technician.
I appreciate being allowed to ask questions at the time the topic is on the floor. thanks
I enjoy the small break out sessions but they need to be longer.
I enjoyed learning more about the cyber-security in the district.
Larry Barrios
Receiving information from Becky Cook about new equipment deployment and also from Larry about his future plans for the
techs.
Small Groups were long and a bit overwhelming at times, but good info was received.
Updates on equipment status and when campuses should be receiving them.

Overall, how effective was the most recent meeting?
Extremely Effective - 2 responses
Very Effective - 6 responses

Effective - 8 responses

Identify any technology-focused issues your building is experiencing.
Old equipment, frustrated teachers
nothing so far.
Missing HoverCams
None
> the delay in receiving teacher yoga's for new staff
Ivanti not coming up in the work-space window,imaging hiccups and having email going offline for teachers and paras
Love the new Technology. Need to retrain/train the teachers on the Promethean Boards.
All of our ELA and LOTE Promethean boards are not in Tipweb.
One of my campuses (ALC-W) is still missing 3 Promethean boards and chrome books. WiFi for BYOT is not working (shows
Jowell Elementary). Ticket has been submitted for this
Re-imaging is slower than before. The 65 inch Promethean boards and sound of the yogas 460.
Simply the ongoing process of keeping 8+ year old equipment in working order.
wireless connection, teacher continue to complain about slowness when using the laptops

Suggestions, thoughts, ideas?
Letting us know when delivery are coming.
Enjoyed the pizza!
It was hard to hear all the speakers in the back on the room.
Keep On Truckin'
More time for questions and answers from techs.
None
Shorter meetings
Scottie, you are an excellent leader for our meetings. The flow and presentation of the meeting is spot on.
I would love to see a "chat room" for the TAs where we can ask questions of each other, make suggestions, virtual high fives.
Just an informal online meeting place. Could be as simple as a Facebook group.

We talked about the KnowledgeBase. There is a lot of outdated info .exp.old voice mail and things like this. We spoke about
info needed which its nice to be able to go search and find what you need but 2014 info needs to go!
When is the next certification test for LANDESK Level 3 Certification course

Team
Assets, Acquisitions, and Sustainability - 1 response
High School Technician - 7 responses

Middle School Technician - 4 responses
Technology Servie Center - 2 responses

